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ABSTRACT 

Many applications require the solution of multiple linear systems that have the 
same coefficient matrix, but differ in their right-hand sides. Instead of applying an 
iterative method to each of these systems individually, it is often more efficient to 
employ a block version of the method that generates iterates for all the systems 
simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a block version of Freund and Nachtigal’s 
quasi-minimal residual (QMR) method for the iterative solution of non-Hermitian 
linear systems. The block QMR method uses a novel Lanczos-type process for 
multiple starting vectors, which was recently developed by Aliaga, Boley, Freund, and 
Hemandez, to compute suitable basis vectors for the underlying block Krylov sub- 
spaces. We describe the basic block QMR method, and also give important implemen- 
tation details. In particular, we show how to incorporate deflation to drop converged 
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linear systems, and to delete linearly and almost linearly dependent vectors in the 
underlying block Krylov sequences. Numerical results are reported that illustrate 
typical features of the block QMR method. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are important applications that require the solution of multiple 
systems of linear equations, 

A#’ = b(j) j= 1,2 ,.**> m, (1.1) 

with the same coefficient matrix A, but m different right-hand sides b(j), 
j= 1,2 ,.**, m. If all m vectors b(j) are available simultaneously, then (1.1) is 
equivalent to the block system of linear equations 

AX = B, (l-2) 

where B = [b(l) P a-* b(“)] and X = [x(l) d2) -se dm)]. For example, 
block systems (1.2) arise in the numerical simulation of wave scattering and 
wave propagation, where the multiple right-hand sides correspond to incident 
waves coming in at different angles, or to excitation sources placed at 
different locations. Block systems (1.2) also arise in the solution of single 
linear systems with coefficient matrices obtained by bordering a square 
matrix A with a few, say 1, rows and columns. Performing one step of block 
elimination with A requires the solution of m = I + 1 linear systems with 
A, which can be summarized as a block system of the form (1.2); see, 
e.g., [7, 131. 

Direct methods, which are based on an LU factorization of A, can 
trivially be adapted to multiple linear systems (1.1). The main work in direct 
methods is in the factorization phase, which involves only A and thus needs 
to be performed only once. The solutions of multiple systems are then 
obtained at the cost of two backsolves per right-hand side. It is far more 
intricate to extend iterative methods for linear systems with a single right-hand 
side to procedures for multiple linear systems. Iterative methods, such as 
Krylov-subspace methods, depend on both the coefficient matrix and the 
right-hand side, and therefore, quantities from a previous run cannot be 
simply reused for a different right-hand side. Possible approaches to extend 
an iterative method for single to multiple systems include block variants (see, 
e.g., [6, 25, 261) and the use of a carefully chosen single “seed’ system (see 
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[30] and the references given there). Numerical experiments (see, e.g., 
[S, 251) have shown that block variants of Krylov-subspace methods can be 
very efficient for certain classes of multiple linear systems. 

In the block approach, one extends an iterative method for single to 
multiple systems, by devising a block variant that is applied to the block 
formulation (1.2) of multiple linear systems (1.1). A key issue in the design of 
block iterative methods is the need for wution. The approximate solutions 
for the m different systems (1.2) that are produced by a block method will, in 
general, converge at different stages of the block iteration. An efficient and 
robust block method needs to be able to detect and then deflate converged 
systems. Each such deflation reduces the block size, and thus the block 
method needs to be able to handle varying block sizes. For block Krylov- 
subspace methods, deflation is also crucial in order to delete linearly and 
almost linearly dependent vectors in the underlying block Krylov sequences. 
An added difficulty arises for Lanczos-type block methods for non-Hermitian 
systems, since they involve two different block Krylov sequences. In these 
methods, deflation can now occur independently in both sequences, and 
consequently, the block sizes in the two sequences may become different in 
the course of the iteration, even though they were identical at the beginning. 
We note that this problem of different block sizes is characteristic for 
Lanczos-type block methods, and it does not occur for block variants of 
methods based on only one block Krylov sequence, such as block GMRES 
(see, e.g., [6l). 

In this paper, we describe a block version of Freund and Nachtigal’s 
quasi-minimal residual (QMR) method [I4 for the iterative solution of 
non-Hermitian linear systems with single right-hand sides. The QMR algo- 
rithm is a Krylov-subspace iteration that uses the look-ahead variant [12] of 
the classical nonsymmetric Lanczos process [2O] to generate basis vectors for 
the underlying Krylov subspaces. The QMR iterates are defined by a quasi- 
minimization of the residual norm, which leads to smooth convergence 
behavior. The block QMR method (referred to as BL-QMR hereafter) is an 
extension of QMR to multiple linear systems. The BL-QMR method uses a 
novel Lanczos-type process for multiple starting vectors, which was devel- 
oped recently by Aliaga, Boley, Freund, and Hem&ndez [l] (see also [9] for a 
statement of an early version of the algorithm), to compute suitable basis 
vectors for the two underlying block Krylov subspaces. The BL-QMR iterates 
are characterized by a block version of the quasi-minimization property, 
which can be formulated as a matrix least-squares problem. The underlying 
Lanczos-type process can handle the most general case of block Krylov 
sequences with arbitrary block sizes, and in particular can also easily handle 
deflation in both sequences. The key property that allows this simple, yet 
reliable deflation procedure is the vectorwise generation of the basis vectors 
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for the underlying block Krylov subspaces, instead of a blockwise computa- 
tion. Such a vectorwise computation of basis vectors was first used by Ruhe 
[27] in a Lanczos-type method for Hermitian matrices, and more recently, by 
Chapman and Saad [6] in a block variant of the Amoldi process [2] for 
non-Hermitian matrices. 

The BL-QMR method employs the deflation procedure of the Lanczos- 
type process [I] to detect and delete linearly and almost linearly dependent 
vectors in the underlying block Krylov sequences. In addition, BL-QMR 
includes a deflation procedure to identify and drop linear systems whose 
solutions can be recovered from the solutions of the remaining multiple linear 
systems. As in the case of the classical Lanczos process [20] for single starting 
vectors, it cannot be excluded that exact breakdowns or near-breakdowns 
-triggered by division by zero or by numbers close to zero-occur in the 
Lanczos-type process used in BL-QMR. As in the case of single starting 
vectors, the problem of breakdowns can be remedied by incorporating 
look-ahead into the algorithm. In fact, a detailed description of a look-ahead 
version of the Lanczos-type process for multiple starting vector is given in [l]. 
However, in order to keep the exposition relatively short, we will discuss only 
the BL-QMR method without look-ahead in this paper. Finally, we remark 
that an early version of BL-QMR was developed by Freund and presented at 
the 1994 Colorado Conference on Iterative Methods [ll]. 

A number of authors have proposed other Lanczos-based block Krylov- 
subspace methods for multiple non-Hermitian linear systems. O’Leary 1261 
was the first to devise a block version of the biconjugate gradient (BCG) 
method [2I], which is closely related to the classical Lanczos process [2O]. 
Simoncini [29] recently proposed a different version of block BCG and 
combined it with “QMR smoothing.” Boyse and Seidl [5] developed a block 
variant of the special QMR algorithm [lo] for complex symmetric linear 
systems. However, none of the algorithms in [5, 26, 291 can handle deflations 
or variable block sizes. The proposed BL-QMR method appears to be the 
first Lanczos-based block Krylov-subspace iteration for non-Hermitian sys- 
tems that includes deflation and allows varying block sizes. We stress that the 
algorithms in [5, 291, although they generate QMR-type iterates, are different 
from the proposed BL-QMR method, even if the latter is run without 
deflation. More precisely, the underlying Lanczos-type algorithms in both [5] 
and [29] advance the basis vectors blockwise, rather than vectorwise as in 
BL-QMR, resulting in bases that are different from the one used in BL-QMR. 
For Hermitian positive definite systems, Simon and Yeremin [28] and 
N&shin and Yeremin [25] devised a block version of the conjugate gradient 
(CG) algorithm [18] that allows varying block sizes. The situation there is 
different from the non-Hermitian case, as block CG only involves one block 
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Krylov sequence. The paper [28] also contains a sketch of a block version of 
the Amoldi process [21 for non-Hermitian matrices that allows varying block 
sizes. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
introduce the notion of block Krylov-subspace methods, and discuss their 
potential speedup over solving multiple systems individually. In Section 3, we 
briefly review the Lanczos-type algorithm for multiple starting vectors pro- 
posed in [ll, and list a few of its properties. In Section 4, we describe the 
BL-QMR method, and show how it is affected by deflation. In Section 5, we 
give some implementation details for BL-QMR. In Section 6, we show how 
BL-QMR simplifies for ]-symmetric and J-Hermitian matrices. In Section 7, 
results of numerical experiments are reported. Finally, we make some con- 
cluding remarks in Section 8. 

Throughout this paper, all vectors and matrices are allowed to have real 
or complex entries. As usual, @ = [<I, MT = [mkj], and M" = MT = 
[GQ denote the complex conjugate, transpose, and conjugate transpose, 
respectively, of a matrix M = [vz.~]. The vector norm 11 xl1 := & is always 
the Euclidean norm, and IIMfl := maxIlx,,=i 11 Mx(l is the corresponding 
matrix norm. In Section 7, we will also use the Frobenius norm, 
IlMllp = dm, ofamatrix M = [mjkl. 

2. BLOCK KRYLOV-SUBSPACE METHODS 

In this section, we introduce the notions of block Krylov subspaces and 
block Krylov-subspace methods. 

From now on, A E CNX N denotes a given N X N matrix. Whenever we 
consider linear systems with A, we also assume that A is nonsingular. 
Furthermore, m > 1 and p > 1 are assumed to be given integers, with m 
being the number of right-hand sides of the multiple linear systems (1.1). 
Finally, 

R = [r(1) $4 . . . ,q E c=Nxm (2.1) 
and 

L = [p p . . . pP)] E CNXP (2.2) 

are assumed to be arbitrary given N X m and N X p matrices, respectively. 
The columns r(l), tc2), . . . , dm) of R and the columns Z(l), Zc2’, . . . , Z(P) of L 
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will be used as right and left starting vectors for the Lanczos-type Algorithm 
3.1, which will be described in Section 3. 

2.1. Block Kylov Sequences and Subspaces 
The matrix A and the block of right starting vectors R induce the block 

Kylov sequence 

R, AR, A’R, . . . , Aj-lR, . . . . (2.3) 

Note that, by (2.11, each block Aj- ‘R in (2.3) consists of m vectors, 
Aj- lr(l) Ai- $-(2), . . . ) Aj- 1r(m). Each of these vectors is of length N, and 
thus at ‘most N of the vectors in (2.3) can be linearly independent. By 
scanning the vectors in (2.3) from left to right and deleting each vector that is 
either linearly dependent or in some sense “almost” linearly dependent on 
previous vectors, we obtain a deflated block Krylov sequence whose vectors 
are all linearly independent. This process of deleting linearly and almost 
linearly dependent vectors is referred to as deflation in the sequel. Moreover, 
we say that the deflation is exact if only the linearly dependent vectors are 
deleted, and we call it inexact otherwise. Clearly, in finite-precision arith- 
metic, it is crucial to also incorporate inexact deflation. 

By the Krylov structure of (2.3), a vector Aj- ‘rJi) being linearly or almost 
linearly dependent on previous vectors implies that all vectors Akr(‘), k >;j, 
are also linearly dependent or almost linearly dependent on previous vectors. 
Consequently, the deflated block Krylov sequence is of the form 

Rd’ ARd’ A’R’ 1 7 2> 3 , . . . , A~-*x-‘R;~~. (2.4) 

Here, for each j = 1,2,. . . , jmax, Ry is a submatrix of RI”_ 1, with A: Z R,“- 1 
if, and only if, at least one vector was deleted while scanning the vectors of 
the jth block Aj- ‘R in (2.3). (For j = 1, we set Rf = R.) We denote by mj 
the number of columns of Rd’ and we set n,,, := m, + m2 + *.* +mj sl. 
Note that nmax is the total n&nber of vectors in the deflated block Kryrov 
sequence (2.4). 

Finally, for each n = 1,2,. . . , n,,, , we denote by Ynd’(A, R) the sub- 
space of CN spanned by the first n vectors of the deflated block Krylov 
sequence (2.4). We call Xnd’( A, R) th e nth block Kylov subspace (generated 
by A and R). Since, by construction, the vectors in (2.4) are all linearly 
independent, Xnd’( A, R) is a subspace of dimension n. 
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The BL-QMR method also involves the block Krylov sequence 

L, ATL, ( AT)2L, . . . . ( AT)L-lL, . . . (2.5) 

that is induced by AT and the block of left starting vectors L given in (2.2). 
By performing the above deflation procedure on (2.5), we obtain the deflated 
block Krylov sequence 

LT, ATLt,( AT)2L; ,..., ( AT)k”X-lL;m_. (2.6) 

Here, for each k = 1,2, . . . , k,,, Lf is a submatrix of L$_ 1, with L’f # L’f_ 1 
if, and only if, at least one vector was deleted while scanning the vectors of 
the kth block A’- 'L in (2.5). (For k = 1, we set Lt = L.) In analogy to the 
definition of X$< A, R), we denote by Xnd’( AT, L) the subspace of CN 
spanned by the first n vectors of the deflated block Krylov sequence (2.6), 
and we call Zad’( AT, L) the nth block KyZov subspace (generated by AT and 
L). By construction, the vectors in (2.6) are linearly independent, and thus 

Xnd’( AT, L) is a subspace of dimension n. 

2.2. Block Kylov-Subspace Iterations 
We now turn to multiple linear systems, which we assume to be formu- 

lated as a block system (1.2). 
We call an iterative procedure for the solution of (1.2) a block Krylov- 

subspace method if it generates a sequence of block iterates 

x, = [q ,$a . . . .p] E @NXrn, 
jl= 0,l ,..., (2.7) 

such that, for each j = 1,2,. . . , m, 

Here, the block 

x, = [ $) $2) . . . x;m)] (2.9) 

is any initial guess for the exact solution A- ’ B of (1.2); R = R, = B - AX, 
is the corresponding initial block residual; and ZPd’(A, R), p = 0, 1, . . . , are 
the block Krylov subspaces defined in Section 2.1. 
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Throughout this paper, we use the admittedly unconventional notation 
/.L = 0, 1, . . . for the index of the iterates of a block Krylov-subspace method, 
rather than the standard notation n. Retaining the notation introduced in [l], 
we use n as the iteration counter for the Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1 below, 
on which BL-QMR is based. 

2.3. Potential Speedup 
The work for generating Krylov and block Krylov subspaces is often 

dominated by the matrix-vector products with A, especially since computing 
these products usually includes solves with a preconditioner. This is certainly 
the case for multiple linear systems arising in wave scattering and wave 
propagation problems, such as the linear systems in Examples 7.2 and 7.3 
below; see also [23]. For the discussion in this section, we assume that the 
matrix-vector products with A dominate the remaining computational work, 
such as additions and inner products of vectors of length N, and we only 
count matrix-vector products in comparing block solves with individual solves. 

An alternative approach to using a block Krylov-subspace method for the 
solution of (1.2) is to solve each of the m systems (1.1) individually with a 
typical Krylov-subspace method for a single right-hand side. Using the same 
initial vectors as in (2.9), these m individual runs of the Krylov-subspace 
method yield m sequences of iterates, 

(2.10) 

where j = 1,2,. . . , m. Here, rij) = b(j) - Ax&j) is the initial residual of the 
jth system in (Ll), and 

ZP( A, r$j)) = span{@, A@, A2r$j), . . . , Ap-$$)} 

is the pth Krylov subspace of CN generated by A and rhj’. Note that 
ZP( A, rij)) has dimension p, as long as 1 < p < dim ZN( A, r&j)). 

Recall that the block Krylov subspace Zpd’(A, R) in (2.8) also has 
dimension /.L. Therefore, at iteration step p, the block Krylov-subspace 
method and the m individual runs of the Krylov-subspace method for single 
systems generate iterates, given by (2.8) and (2.10) respectively, from sub- 
spaces of the same dimension p. However, the work to build up the spaces in 
(2.8) and (2.10) is different. For simplicity, we now assume that no deflation 
has occurred while building ZPd’( A, R). It is easy to verify that exactly /.L 
matrix-vector products are required to generate Zpd:(A, R) from A, B, and 
X,. Building each of the Krylov subspaces Zp(A, r$J’) in (2.10) also involves 
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p matrix-vector products. However, since there are m of these subspaces, we 
need a total of pm matrix-vector products with A. Therefore, m individual 
runs of the Krylov-subspace method require m times more matrix-vector 
products with A than the block Krylov-subspace method, to generate iterates 
from subspaces of the same dimension. For Lanczos-type methods that also 
involve matrix-vector products with AT, a similar argument shows that the m 
individual runs also require m times more such products than the block 
Krylov-subspace method. Of course, the subspaces in the individual runs are 
different from the subspaces in the block iteration. Nevertheless, the above 
argument shows that block iterations have the potential for significant speedup 
over solving multiple systems individually. 

3. A LANCZOS-TYPE ALGORITHM 

In this section, we briefly review the Lanczos-type algorithm for multiple 
starting vectors proposed in [l], and list a few of its properties. 

3.1. A Sketch of the Algorithm 
We continue to use the notation introduced in Section 2. In particular, R 

and L are assumed to be given matrices of the form (2.1) and (2.2), 
respectively, whose columns are the multiple starting vectors. 

Given A, R, and L, the Lanczos-type algorithm generates two sequences 
of right and left Lanczos vectors, 

Vl,V Z,...>V” and w1,W2 ,..., w,, n = 1,2,..., 

respectively. These vectors span the block Krylov subspaces Xnd’( A, R) and 
Xnd’(AT, L), i.e., 

Span(q,v,,..., v,) =Zn”‘( A, R) > 

span{w,,w,,..., w,} =Znd’( AT, L) , 

and they are biorthogonal, i.e., 

WjTlQ = 
0 if j#k, 
Sj#O if j=k. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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Next, we give a complete statement of the algorithm. For a derivation and an 
explanation of the “history indices” p,, and 4n, we refer the reader to [l]. 

ALGORITHM 3.1 (Sketch of the Lanczos-type method with deflation, but 
without look-ahead) 

INPUT: Matrix A E cNX N; 
m right starting vectors r(l), r@), . . . , d”‘) E CN; 
p lejl starting vectors P, P, . . . , Z(P) E cN. 

(0) Set@= -mandiP= -p. 
Sets, = OandYW = 0. 

For n = 1,2,. . . , do (Build nth pair of Lanczos vectors.): 

(1) (Build the right Lanczos vector v, first.) 

ii;; %& p = p + 1. If p = n, then stop. 

r(b+m) if p Q 0, 

’ = AvP otherwise. 

(Id set 

1 if j.bUO, 
i, = max{l, &} otherwise. 

Compute 

W,% 
ti ~ = - 

‘i 

forall i with i, < i < n - 1 ori ~3~;. (3.3) 

Set 

n-l 

V = V - C Ufti,p - C “it,,,* (3.4) 
i=i, ido, 

i<i, 

(Id) If (10 1) Q dt 01, then deflate the vector v and do the following: 
6) If /.L > 0 and the deflated vector v is nonzero, then set 

q-- =s, u 14. 
(ii) Repeat step (1). 
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(2) (Build the left Lanczos vector w,, next.) 

Ii;! i3 & = C$ + 1. Zf 4 = n, then stop. 

129 

(2~) Set 

Compute 

WTVi 
fi + = - 

‘i 

Set 

l(++p) if c#J Q 0, 
w= 

ATw+ otherwise. 

i 

1 
i = 

if +GO, 
W max { 1, p4} otherwise. 

foralliwithi,<i<n-loriEYW. (3.5) 

(2d) Zf llwll < dtol, then dglate the vector w and do the following: 
6) Zf 4 > 0 and the deflated vector w is nonzero, then set 

3” =Y” u ($1. 
(ii) Repeat step (2). 

(3) (Normalize v and w to obtain the nth pair of Lanczos vectors.) Set 

V W 
v, = - 

t 
and wn=r, (3.7) 

“,P n,4 

where t, p and t’, ,+ are scaling factors given by 

t n,p = Ml ad ins4 = Ibll. (3.8) 
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(4) (Compute S,, and check for breakdown.) Set 

Zf 8, = 0, then stop. 

REMARK 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 performs only exact deflation in steps (Id) 
and (2d) if we set dt 01 = 0. In finite-precision arithmetic, it becomes 
necessary to use inexact deflation by choosing a small tolerance dtol > 0. 

REMARK 3.2. In practice, the computations in steps (1~) and (2~1, 
involving the biorthogonalization of vectors v and w against previous vectors, 
should be implemented by rearranging the loops in (3.4) and (3.6) so that 
updates on v and w are performed at each i loop. Such a rearrangement 
corresponds to performing computations in the manner of the modified 
Gram-Schmidt method and, in general, enhances numerical stability. 

REMARK 3.3. The check 8, = 0 for breakdowns in step (4) of Algorithm 
3.1 reflects the fact that no look-ahead is used. Such breakdowns, as well as 
near-breakdowns (8, = O), can be remedied by employing the look-ahead 
variant [l] of the algorithm. However, for the sake of brevity, in this paper we 
develop the BL-QMR algorithm without look-ahead. 

REMARK 3.4. The main expense in obtaining the recurrence coefficients 
ti jl and ii + in (3.3) and (3.5) is the computation of inner products. We 
remark that these coefficients can be obtained by computing only about half 
of the number of inner products that seem necessary in (3.3) and (3.5). This 
is done by exploiting the biorthogonality (3.2) of the right and left Lanczos 
vectors to relate the recurrence coefficients in the two sequences. 

3.2. Properties of the Algorithm 
We now list some properties of Algorithm 3.1 that will be needed in later 

sections. It will be convenient to use the notation 

V, := [VI 02 **’ on] and W, := [ W1 W2 *** wn ] 

for the N x n matrices whose columns are the first right and left Lanczos 
vectors, respectively. With this matrix notation, the defining properties (3.1) 
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and (3.2) of the Lanczos vectors can be stated as follows: 

X;‘( A, R) = {I+ IZ E ‘I?}, 

X;‘( AT, L) = {Wnz \z E a=“}, 

and 

W,‘V, = diag($, 6, ,..., a,), n = 1,2 ,... . 

Next, we summarize the recursions used in Algorithm 3.1 to build the right 
Lanczos vectors un, in compact matrix form. During the first m, iterations, 
the algorithm constructs the vectors or, ua, . . . , u,, by biorthogonalizing the 
columns of the right initial block R against previous left Lanczos vectors and, 
if m, < m, by deflating m - m, linearly and almost linearly dependent u 
vectors. Here, m, (Q m) is the size of the first block Rf in the deflated right 
block Krylov sequence (2.4). The corresponding recurrences (3.41, together 
with the normalization of the u’s in (3.7), can be summarized as follows: 

V,,,, p + Vt = R. (3.10) 

Here, p is the matrix of biorthogonalization coefficients given by 

p := [t. 
I, -m+j]l<i<m,,I<j<m’ (3.11) 

where the elements ti, j that are not defined in (3.3) or (3.8) are set equal to 
’ zero. The matrix V, in (3.10) is the zero matrix if m, = m, and it consists of 

zero columns and the m - ml deflated u vectors if m, < m. 
The recurrences used in Algorithm 3.1 after the initial m, iterations can 

be summarized as follows: 

AVj = V,,T* + V;, p= 1,2 )... . (3.12) 

Here, /.L = n - mcr, where mcr denotes the reduced size of the current block 
in the right block Krylov sequence (2.4) due to deflations. Clearly, m - mcr 
is equal to the total number of deflations performed in the u sequence up to 
iteration n of Algorithm 3.1. The matrix Tp E CnXp in (3.12) contains the 
recurrence coefficients appearing in (3.4) and (3.7) such that 

(3.13) 
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Again, elements ti, j that are not defined in (3.3) or (3.8) are set equal to zero. 
Also, vcl” E CNXP in (3.12) is a matrix containing at most m - mcr nonzero 
columns corresponding to the deflated z, vectors. The matrix Vt’ is small in 
the sense that 

where dtol is the deflation tolerance. 
In the absence of any deflations, the matrix TP is banded with a lower 

bandwidth m + 1 and upper bandwidth p + 1. Each deflation step reduces 
the lower or upper bandwidth by one. Moreover, if deflations occur in the w 
sequence, then _U: # 0, and consequently the corresponding rows of TP 
have additional nonzero entries in columns extending beyond the p + 1 
upper diagonals. We denote by T: the banded part of T, that is obtained by 
omitting in TP all nonzero entries above its upper band. Then (3.12) can be 
rewritten as follows: 

AVP = V,T; + V;, p= 1,2 )... . (3.14) 

Here, TL has lower bandwidth m + 1 and upper bandwidth p + 1, and r;;L” 
includes the columns of VPd’ together with additional nonzero columns that 
arise from the product V,,TP in (3.12) corresponding to entries of TF that are 
not included in TPb. 

Finally, note that, by (3.7) and (3.8), the Lanczos vectors are normalized 
to have unit Euclidean norm: 

Ilu,ll = Ilw,ll = 1, 72 = 1,2,... . (3.15) 

4. THE BLOCK QMR ALGORITHM 

In this section, we describe the BL-QMR algorithm for the solution of 
block systems (1.2) with nonsingular coefficient matrices A. 

4.1. The Block QMR Approach 
The BL-QMR algorithm is a block Krylov-subspace method that con- 

structs iterates XP of the form (2.7) and (2.8), starting with an arbitrary block 
of initial guesses X, E @ NX m. In the sequel, we denote by 

R,=B-AX,, jJ = 0,1,2 , . . * , 

the block of residual vectors corresponding to the block iterate X,. 
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The BL-QMR method employs R = R, as the block of right starting 
vectors in Algorithm 3.1. Recall, from (3.0, that the right Lanczos vectors 
Oi>U V s,...> n, n = 1,2,. . . , then span the first n linearly independent 
columns of the block Krylov sequence R,, AR,, . . . , while any dependent 
(or nearly dependent) columns are deflated. Each time such a deflation is 
encountered, we can also drop one of the columns of XP from subsequent 
BL-QMR iterations. In effect, this corresponds to deflating one of the m 
linear systems in (1.1) from subsequent iterations; see Section 4.2 below. 

Next, we introduce some convenient notation. Let XF E @ NX “‘cr, p = 
1,2, * . . , denote the current block iterate containing those columns of X, 
that are retained, after each deflation, for subsequent BL-QMR iterations. 
IJAY= {i,,i,,...,i ,,,,,} be the set containing column indices of those linear 
systems in (1.1) that are present in X,” at iteration n = p + mcr. Then, 
clearly, Xr consists of columns of X, given by 

Further, we denote the subset of linear systems in (1.1) that correspond to 
columns of the currently active block iterate XF by 

fl” = B”. (4.1) 

Here, the matrices X”, B” E C Nx mcr are given by 

B” := [b(h) b(b) . . . b(L)] , Xcr := [ x(il) x(f2) . . . x(im,,) 1. 

In the rest of the paper, following the same notation as above, we use the 
superscript CT to denote matrices with mcr columns that correspond to the 
current set of linear systems in (4.1). 

Note that the block of left starting vectors, L E @ Nx P, is still unspecified. 
Due to lack of a criterion for the choice of L, one can start by setting p = m 
and choosing the columns of L as random vectors. Recall that mcr = n - p 

denotes the size of the current block in the right block Krylov sequence, at 
iteration n of Algorithm 3.1. Similarly, at iteration n, the size of the current 
block in the left block Krylov sequence is given by n - 4. It is important to 
note that, since deflations in the u and w sequences can occur independent 
of each other, the sizes of current blocks in the two sequences may not always 
be equal, even though p = m initially. 
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By (2.8) and (3.9) any potential block iterate X;LcT can be written as 

x&y = x; + y&z, where Z E @/lXmcr. (4.2) 

Using (3.10) (3.14) and (4.2) it follows that the block residual Rr of Xi 
satisfies 

= R; - AV,Z 

=V.([‘;] -T;Z) -c;Z. (4.3) 

Here, the matrix p”’ E CmlXrncr contains the columns of p in (3.11) that 
correspond to (4.1). Ideally, we would like to choose the free parameter 
matrix Z in (4.2) and (4.3) such that 11 Rr 11 is minimal. However, in general, 
since V,, is not unitary and qCd’ has some nonzero columns, this would be too 
expensive. Instead, we employ the quasi-minimization idea of [lo, 141 and 
minimize only the Euclidean norm of the bracketed factor in (4.3). Thus, 
Z = Z, E @PX% is chosen as the solution of the matrix least-squares 
problem 

Recall from (3.15) that the norms of the columns of the matrix V,, in front of 
the bracketed factor in (4.3) are normalized to have unit Euclidean norm, and 
thus (4.4) means that all columns of V,, are treated with equal weight in the 
quasi-minimization. 

For the sake of clarity in describing the basic steps of BL-QMR, we first 
consider the solution of the matrix least-squares problem (4.4) for the case 
when no deflation of a u vector occurs during iteration n of Algorithm 3.1. 
The discussion of the case when deflation occurs during iteration n is 
deferred to Section 4.2. 

In the case of no deflation, it is easy to verity that the n X p matrix Tpb 
defined in (3.13) has full column rank /.L. This guarantees that the solution ZP 
of (4.4) is unique, and hence via (4.2) defines a unique block iterate XF. To 
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compute ZP, we employ the standard approach to least-squares problems 
using a QR decomposition of T,; see, e.g., [4]. Let 

T; = Q,” (4.5) 

be a QR decomposition of Ti into a unitary n x n matrix Q, and a 
nonsingular upper triangular p X p matrix UP. Setting 

[ Tr] := Q,[ T], where TV E CP’~C~, 7~ E @mcrxmcr, (4.6) 

the solution Z’ cl) of (4.4) is given by 

z 
P 

= (J-ltcr 
w P’ 

Therefore, the BL-QMR iterate in (4.2) becomes 

Furthermore, we note that 

Using this relation and IlV,,ll < 6, we deduce from (4.3) that 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The term llI$fZll in (4.9) is usually of the order of the deflation tolerance 
dtol. Omitting that term, we obtain from (4.9) the approximate upper 
bound 
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for the residual. In our implementation of BL-QMR, we use this approximate 
upper bound to monitor residual norms, and true residuals are computed 
only in the last few iteration steps, when the upper bound becomes com- 
parable to the desired convergence tolerance. 

4.2. How Deflation Aflects BLQMR 
Next, we describe the effect of deflations in the Lanczos-type Algorithm 

3.1 on the procedure for updating the block iterates XF. The solution of the 
matrix least-squares problem (4.4) described above, and thus the QMR 
updates, are not directly affected by deflations in the w sequence. However, 
the situation is quite different when deflations occur in the u sequence. For 
simplicity, we will discuss only the case of exact deflations. For that case, we 
now address the following three issues: 

(1) We show that there exists a unique solution ZP to the minimization 
problem (4.4) in the presence of deflations. 

(2) The procedure for solving the matrix least-squares problem in the 
deflation case is outlined. 

(3) The procedure for dropping a linear system in (1.2) is described. 

We begin by considering the solution of (4.4) when an exact deflation, i.e., 
2, = 0, occurs at step (1~) during iteration n of Algorithm 3.1. In this case, 
the matrix TPb differs from I”‘_ 1 only by an additional column: 

(4.10) 

Also, in this case, the relation (3.14) reduces to AVP = V, _ ITcb. In view of 
(4.10), the (n - 1) X (n - 1) unitary factor Q,_l of the QR decomposition 
of TPb_ 1 also yields a QR factorization of the matrix TPb, i.e., 

with some upper triangular /.L X /J matrix 9. 

(4.11) 

PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a unique solution of the matrix least- 
squares problem (4.4) in the presence of only exact definitions. 
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Proof. Inserting (4.11) into AVp = V,, _ iTF, we get 

AVp = V,,_,QH v, 
[ 1 0 . 

137 

(4.12) 

Since A is nonsingular and V, has full column rank p, (4.12) implies that the 
QR factor V,, in (4.11) is nonsingular. Therefore, the least-squares problem 
(4.4) has a umque solution. 

Next, consider the solution 
into (4.4), we get 

of (4.4) at a deflation step. Inserting (4.11) 

Setting 

and since, by Proposition 4.1, U, is nonsingular, the solution of (4.13) is again 
given by Z, = Ui’tp. Therefore, the update of the BL-QMR iterates at a 
deflation step is of the same form as (4.8) i.e., 

XC’ = XC’ + v u-ltcr 
CL 0 kLc1 PL’ (4.15) 

However, note that with each deflation the upper bandwidth of U, also 
reduces by one. This has the important consequence of shorter recurrences 
for the update of the BL-QMR iterates (4.15); see Section 5 below. 

Finally, we show how to drop a linear system when deflation occurs in the 
u sequence, by adapting a technique first introduced in [25]. At a deflation 
step, the residual block Rr corresponding to the iterate XF in (4.15) is given 
bY 

(4.16) 
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Since 5,” is an (mcr - I) x mcr matrix, there exists a vector y # 0 with 
?;LcTy = 0. Multiplying (4.16) from the right by y gives 

R;y = V,_,Q,“_, +;r y = 0. 
[ I (4.17) 

In view of (4.17), we can express the approximate solution of the single linear 
system Ax, = B”y in terms of a linear combination of columns of XE by 
setting 

xy = x,“‘r. (4.18) 

Consequently, it is possible to delete one of the linear systems from subse- 
quent BL-QMR iterations. For example, one can delete the jth system in 
(4.1) where j is such that 

IYjl = 

IJEE,, 'yi'* 

Accordingly, we also delete the jth columns in 
obtain updated matrices with mcr - 1 columns 

(4.19) 

X,“, Rp, p”, and FcK to 
each. Finally, we update 

mcr + mcr - I, and then set rCr = ?cr E @“‘crXmcr. 
The solution vector of the jth system that was deflated from mcr systems 

in (4.19) can be constructed at iteration n,,, = prnax + rnj,.., when all 
solution vectors in the updated block iterate XZL, have converged. Using 
(4.18), we then set 

(4.20) 

4.3. Sketch of the BL-QMR Algorithm 
Next, we summarize the basic structure of the BL-QMR algorithm. 

ALGORITHM 4.2 (Sketch of the BL-QMR method with deflation, but 
without look-ahead) ., 

INPUT: Matrices A E UZNXN and B E cNxm. 

(0) Choose X, E C Nx m andsetR=R,=B-AX,. 
Set p = m, and choose L E C Nx “‘. 
Set p = -m and 4 = -p. 
Set3, = 0and.& = 0. 
Set mcr = m. 
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For n = 1,2,. . . , do: 

(1) (Build the right Lanczos vector D,,.) 

(la) Perform steps (la)-(k) of the Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1. 
(lb) Zf v is not deflated, i.e., llvll > dtol, then do the following: 

Set 
V 

II,=-, 
t 

where t,, ~ = Ilull. 
“.P 

(1~) Zfv is deflated, i.e., Ilull < dtol, then o!o the following: 
(i) Zf p < 0, then do the following: 

Delete one column vector-from Xg, Rr, p”. 
Set mcr = mcr - 1. 
Repeat step (1). 

(ii) Zf I_L > 0 and the deflated vector v is nonzero, then set 
SW =& u (PI. 

(2) Zf Z.L > 0, then do the following (Perform BL-QMR update of XF.): 

(2a) Update the QR f&o&&ion (4.5) or (4.11) of T:, and tr in (4.6) 
or (4.14). 

(2b) Compute 
X” = X” + v (_-lpr 

c 0 CP P 

= x:1 + p,y,‘> (4.21) 

where pN and y;L’ are given by (5.10) and (5.81, respectively. 
(2~) Ch ec i a so u ion vectors in XF have converged. k f 11 1 t 

Zf yes, then recover solution vectors corresponding to deflated 
linear systems and stop. 

(2d) Check if we need to deflate in AX” = B”. 
Zf yes, then delete one column vector from XF, Re, and ?‘I. 
S& TCT = ?,I* 
Set mcr = mcr - 1. 
Repeat steps (1) and (2). 

(3) (Build the left Lanczos vector w,.) 

(3a) Perform step (2) of the Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1. 
(3b) set 

W 

wn=-, 
t 

where t”, ,+ = IJwII. 
n.4 

set 4n = 4. 
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(4) (Compute 8, and check for breakdown.) Set 

8, = w,Tv,. 

If S,, = 0, then stop. 

5. SOME IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

In this section, we give some of the details for the actual implementation 
of steps (2a), (2b), and (2~) in Algorithm 4.2. Note that, because of deflation, 
these steps may be performed several times for the same value of the loop 
index n. Therefore, throughout this section, we use the value of the parame- 
ter /_L to uniquely describe the instance when computations within steps (2a), 
(2b), and (2~) are performed, and accordingly refer to that as iteration p. 

First, we note that the QR decomposition (4.5) of the banded matrix T; 
can be computed by means of Givens rotations, taking advantage of the fact 
that T,” has lower bandwidth < m + 1. In view of this, the unitary factor in 
(4.5) Can be described recursively as 

Q, = II Q,-1 0 
0 1 ‘I if p>l, 

(5.1) 

if p=l. 

Since, typically, Ti has only mcr nonzero elements below the diagonal in the 
pth column (except in the case of a deflation step), each of the matrices 
G 

fi 
E C(%+i)X(m,,+i) ) /..l = 1,2, . ..) is a product of mcr Givens rotations: 

Here, for each j = I, 2, . . . , mcr, 

cjp sjp 0 

Gj” = --Zjp cjp 0 

[ 1 0 0 'j-1 

(5.2) 

with c,? E Iw, sjp E C, (cj)’ +[$I2 = 1. (5.3) 
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However, if a deflation occurs at iteration /.L, then G,, E @(“‘c~+~)~(~c~+~) is a 
product of mcr - 1 Givens rotations that can be desk-ibed as 

G,= [G’$-l $ G$ il_ 1 m-2 0 0 
0 Gf 0 
0 01 I 7 (54 

where the matrices Gjp, j = 1,2,. . . , mcr - 1, are again given by (5.3). 
Furthermore, the unitary factor in (4.5) at iteration p + 1, immediately 
following a deflation at iteration p, is given by 

Q Q CL’ 

instead of (5.1). Note that, since T’b is a banded matrix with both upper and 
lower bandwidths less than or equal to m + 1, the upper triangular factor UP 
in (4.5) is also banded with its upper bandwidth less than or equal to 2m + 1. 
Moreover, the upper bandwidth of UP decreases further due to deflations. 

Next, we establish that the decomposition in (4.5) can be updated from 
the factorization of TIP_ 1 at the previous iteration p - 1. In order to obtain 
UP, one only needs to compute its last column, 

where eP = [ 0 .** 0 l]kW, (5.5) 

and append it to UP_ r. This can be done in the following two stages. 
In the first stage, the elements 8,, 8,) . . . , 0, _ 1 in (5.5) are obtained by 

applying Givens rotations, introduced up to iteration p - 1 to the last 
column of Tpb. From (3.3), we know that the last column of Tpb has zero 
elements in row positions 1,2,. . . , i, - 1, where i, = max{l, 4}. Further- 
more, among all previous Givens rotations, the rotation that first applies to 
row i, was introduced at iteration j, = max{l, ki,). As a result, we only 
need to store and apply Givens rotations Gj*, G,* + 1, . . . , G, _ 1, given by (5.2) 
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or (5.4), to the last column of TPb. By setting 

X 

Ij*-l O O 

0 ‘A O 
0 0 L-i, 

(5.6) 

we obtain the desired vector (5.5) except for its last component 0,. An 
explicit statement of the algorithm that implements the underlying procedure 
in (5.6) can be found as Algorithm 5.1 in the extended version [13] of this 
paper. 

In the second stage, we introduce a new set of suitably chosen Givens 
rotations that comprise the G, in (5.2), in order to zero out the last mcr 
&ments 11, 12, . . . , lmcr of the vector obtained in (5.6). Note that in the case 
of deflation at iteration /.L, by (4.10), (5.4), and (5.6) we already have 
5,_ = Cl, /L = 0; therefore, in this case only mcr - 1 new Givens rotations of 
the form (5.4) are necessary. The computation of coefficients cjP and sjP, 
which appear in each Givens rotation in (5.3), and $ in (5.51, the last 
element of the pth column of UP, is fairly standard; again, we refer the 
reader to [I31 for details on these computations. 

Using (4.6) and (5.11, we can update the matrix t: in (4.8) as follows: 
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It follows from (5.7) that t; 
we can write 

differs from tc_ 1 in only its last row, and hence 

(5.8) where Y; E CiXm,.. 

Note that in order to obtain yl one needs to compute the product in (5.7) 
which involves applying mcr Givens rotations in the following way: 

We remark that computations of this nature are also encountered in the 
algorithm [13, Algorithm 5.11 that implements (5.6). 

Finally, we sketch the actual computation of the BL-QMR iterates XT in 
(4.21). We define vectors pj via 

q=[Pl Pz **. p,] := vwu;‘. (5.9) 

Then, from (4.21) (4.7) and (5.8) it follows that XF = Xp r + pp yl, and 
therefore, the BL-QMR iterates can be updated via just a rank-one update. It 
remains to compute pp. Note that, by (5.5) (5.6) and (5.9) we have the 
relation 

(5.10) 

which we use to update pp. Since p -j, < 2m, the update (5.10) only 
involves short recurrences. 

6. BL-QMR FOR J-SYMMETRIC AND J-HERMITIAN MATRICES 

It is well known that the classical Lanczos process for general matrices A 
simplifies when applied to complex symmetric or Hermitian A. In both cases, 
the resulting Lanczos process only involves one sequence of Lanczos vectors, 
instead of two sequences for general A. The Lanczos process can also be 
simplified when A is a J-symmetric or ]-Hermitian matrix, by choosing an 
appropriate left starting vector; see [16] and the references therein. 
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Next, we briefly describe how this concept of simplification carries over to 
the Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1, provided that m = p, and thus to the 
BL-QMR method. Let J E CNX iv be a nonsingular matrix. A matrix A E 
@ Nx N is called ]-symmetric if AT] = ]A, and it is called ]-Hermitian if 
AH] = ]A. 

First, assume that A is a J-symmetric matrix for some given matrix /. 
Recall that the left starting block L in the BL-QMR method can be chosen 
arbitrarily, while the right starting block R = R, is given as the initial block 
residual. We now couple L to R by choosing L = JR. Using this relation 
together with the ]-symmetry of A, one easily verifies that all the vectors u, 
and w, generated by Algorithm 3.1 are coupled as follows: 

wn = Ilnl’% forall n = 1,2,..., (6.1) 

where 17, E C, 7, # 0, are suitable normalization factors. By (6.11, Algorithm 
3.1 and thus BL-QMR simplifies for J-symmetric matrices A in that we only 
need to generate the right Lanczos vectors ul, u2,. . . , while the left Lanczos 
vectors w1,w2,..., are obtained via (6.1). In particular, the resulting 
simplified BL-QMR method does not require matrix-vector multiplications 
with AT. 

Now assume that A is a ]-Hermitian matrix for some given matrix J. 
Here, we choose L as the complex conjugate of JR, i.e., L = JR. The vectors 
u, and w, generated by Algorithm 3.1 are then coupled as follows: 

wn = 7),1-u, forall 72 = 1,2,..., (6.2) 

where q,, E C, rl, f 0, are suitable normalization factors. Therefore, for 
]-Hermitian matrices A, Algorithm 3.1 and BL-QMR again simplify, and the 
recurrences for w, can be replaced by (6.2). 

Clearly, the concept of simplification is only viable if the matrix-vector 
products with J, which are required in (6.11, or in (6.21, are cheap. Fortu- 
nately, this is the case in many important situations; see [16]. 

EXAMPLE 6.1. This example is taken from [16]. Let A = AT E CN x N be 
a given complex symmetric matrix. Let 

M = M,M, = M,TM,T = MT E cNxN (6.3) 

be a nonsingular complex symmetric matrix that we want to use as a 
preconditioner for A, so that A’ = M;'AM;' is the preconditioned version 
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of A. We remark that the preconditioner (6.3) is written in factored form, 
M = M, M, , in order to allow for right (M, = I ), left ( M, = Z ), and two-sided 
preconditioning (M,, M, + I ). We now set 

J =M;M;'. (6.4) 

Using A = AT and (6.31, one readily verifies that 

( A’)T] = MLTAM, ’ = MTM, 'M; ‘AM, ’ = ]A’. 

Hence, the matrix A’ is ]-symmetric, and the BL-QMR method simplifies 
when applied to linear systems with preconditioned coefficient matrices A’. 

7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this section, we present some numerical examples to illustrate the 
convergence behavior of the BL-QMR method, and also to demonstrate the 
importance of deflation in block Krylov-subspace methods. 

When solving realistic problems, as is typical for other Krylov-subspace 
methods, it is important to employ an efficient preconditioning technique in 
conjunction with the BL-QMR method. Thus, instead of the original block 
system, 

Ax= B, where A E CNxN and B E CNXm, (74 

we apply the BL-QMR method to the preconditioned system, 

A’X’ = B', 

where A’ = MylAM;‘, X’ = M,X, and B' = M;'B. (7.2) 

Here, M=M,Mz~CNXN is a suitably chosen preconditioning matrix. In 
all numerical tests reported in this section, we used the two-sided SSOR 
preconditioner 131 (with relaxation parameter o = 1) given by 

Ml = (0 +~3’)0-“~, M, =0-"2(0 + 5.Y). (7.3) 
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Here, 8, 9, and %, respectively, are the diagonal, strictly lower triangular, 
and strictly upper triangular parts of the matrix A =_Y + 9 + FZ of (7.1). 
Using Eisenstat’s trick [s], the two-sided SSOR preconditioner (7.3) can be 
implemented so that each matrix-vector product with the preconditioned 
matrix A’ of (7.21, or (A’jT, is only slightly more expensive than a matrix- 
vector product with A. In all examples, we stopped the iterations when the 
residual vectors for the undeflated linear systems of the preconditioned 
system (7.2) satisfied 

EXAMPLE 7.1. We consider the partial differential equation 

ioP ((t-p((. 

vu)+p(x+y+z);+ y+ ( 1 
-V * (exy 

l+r+y+z 1 
u =f (7.4) 

on the unit cube (0, 1) X (0, 1) X (0, 11, with homogeneous Dirichlet bound- 
ary conditions. We set the parameters in (7.4) to p = 25 and y = 1, and 
discretize (7.4) using centered differences on a uniform 15 X 15 X 15 grid 
with mesh size h = $. Note that, since the cell Reynolds number is smaller 
than one, this choice guarantees a stable discretization of (7.4). The resulting 
linear system has a nonsymmetric coefficient matrix A of order N = 3375 
with 22,275 nonzero elements. In the BL-QMR Algorithm 4.2, we chose 
X, = 0, so that R = B, and also set p = m. The block of left starting vectors 
L E C NX m was selected as a random matrix with entries from a uniform 
distribution on the interval (-l, l>. 

As a reference, BL-QMR was first run for a single right-hand side, 
m = 1, and then for block size m = 5, with the right-hand-side vectors taken 
as random vectors. Convergence was achieved after 19 iterations when 
m = 1, and after 85 iterations when m = 5. Next, in order to demonstrate 
that our algorithm can handle correctly deflations that occur independently in 
the left and right block Krylov sequences, for the case of block size m = 5, 
we now modify the starting blocks L and R so that one inexact deflation of a 
u vector and two inexact deflations of w vectors become necessary between 
iterations n = 10 and n = 30. We ran BL-QMR twice, first with inexact 
deflation by setting dtol = lOPa, 
dtol = lo-r4. 

and then without deflation by setting 
Figure 1 shows the two resulting convergence histories. In 

the run with dt 01 = 10m6, the algorithm detects the need to deflate one of 
the v vectors, as well as two of the w vectors, and drops these vectors 
properly. Furthermore, together with the deflation of one of the u vectors, 
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FIG. 1. Maximum relative residual, maxj, 1 ,__,_ “, Ilr(j)ll/llr&j)ll, versus the itera- 
tion number n for deflation tolerances dtol = lo-l4 (dashed line) and dtol = lo-” 
(solid line); Example 7.1. 

one of the linear systems was also dropped from subsequent iterations. The 
convergence of the remaining four linear systems was achieved at iteration 
n = 68, while the solution of the fifth system was obtained using (4.20). On 
the other hand, in the run with dtol = lo- 14, the three necessary deflations 
are suppressed, and as a result, practically no progress in convergence is 
observed even after 150 iterations. 

Our next two examples are multiple linear systems (7.1), which arise in 
acoustic wave propagation, and they have complex symmetric coefficient 
matrices A. Therefore, we now employ the simplified BL-QMR method 
discussed in Section 6 for preconditioned matrices as described in Example 
6.1. Note that, since A = AT, the factors M, and M, of the SSOR precondi- 
tioner (7.3) satisfy M, = M:. Thus the matrix J in (6.4) reduces to J = I, the 
identity matrix, and the matrix-vector products with 1 required in the 
simplified BL-QMR method are completely trivial. 

EXAMPLE 7.2. The multiple linear systems in this example arise in 
time-harmonic acoustic scattering. The problem is to determine the pressure 
field due to scattering of an incoming monochromatic plane wave by a rigid 
obstacle submerged in an infinite fluid medium, for different angles of the 
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incoming wave. The corresponding boundary-value problem involves the 
Helmholtz equation in an infinite domain, and in two dimensions can be 
stated as follows: 

-V2p - k2p = 0 in &, (7.5) 

Vp*n = g(B) on r,, (7.6) 

lim fi(s -ikp) =O. 
r-tm 

V-7) 

Here, p denotes the scattered pressure in the infinite fluid domain R,, k is 
the acoustic wavenumber, r and 8 denote the polar coordinates, i = \r--i-, 
g(0) is the prescribed Neumann data due to a plane wave incident at 8, and 
n is the unit outward normal to the scatterer boundary r,. Equation (7.7) is 
the Sommerfeld radiation condition, which asserts that at infinity all waves 
are outgoing. The infinite domain is treated by introducing an artificial 
boundary close to the scatterer. The finite fluid domain between the scatterer 
and the artificial boundary is then discretized using finite elements. In order 
to eliminate spurious reflection of waves, an absorbing boundary condition 
also needs to be imposed on the artificial boundary. We employ the 
Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) boundary condition [19] for this purpose. The 
finite-element discretization of the resulting problem is described in [22, 241. 
We remark that discretization of the DtN boundary condition leads to a 
dense complex symmetric matrix whose size is equal to the number of grid 
points on the artificial boundary. 

As our test example, we chose an end-capped rigid cylinder with an aspect 
ratio Z/d = 8.0 as the scatterer. The DtN condition is applied on a circular 
artificial boundary of radius I, and the nondimensional wavenumber is taken 
as kd = 1r/3. The finite-element discretization is chosen to adequately 
resolve the pressure field, and resulted in a complex symmetric coefficient 
matrix A of order 3200 and 44,034 nonzeros. The m columns in the block of 
right-hand sides B arise from (7.6) f or various plane waves incident at 
e,=jA8,j=O,l,..., m-l,withA8=1.5”. 

Table 1 shows the number of iterations needed for convergence of the 
BL-QMR algorithm for various block sizes m, with X0 = 0 as initial guess. 
Notice that as m increases, fewer iterations per right-hand side are needed; 
also note that several deflations are performed when m > 10. We remark 
that these deflations were necessary to enforce linear independence (up to 
specified dtol = lO-‘j) among the initial block of Lanczos vectors. In order 
to illustrate the effect of these deflations on convergence of block Krylov 
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TABLE 1 
ITERATION COUNTS FOR CONVERGENCE OF BL-QMR WITH 

INCREASING BLOCK SIZE m AND X0 = 0; EXAMPLE 7.2 

No. of No. of No. of 
RHSs (m) deflations iterations 

1 0 133 
5 0 278 

10 2 463 
15 5 565 
20 9 775 
25 13 928 

iterations, we set dtol = lo-l4 so that no deflations are performed in 
Algorithm 4.2. Table 2 gives the resulting iteration counts. Clearly, conver- 
gence of block iterations deteriorates dramatically if linear independence of 
the starting block is not enforced strictly. In Figure 2, we illustrate the typical 
convergence behavior of linear systems that remain after initial deflations; 
these convergence curves indicate a smooth and almost monotonic reduction 
of BL-QMR residuals for each of the eight undeflated systems corresponding 
to the case m = 10 in Table 1. 

In order to avoid an excessive number of deflations (in the initial block of 
Lanczos vectors) when X, = 0, one can alternatively choose X, as a matrix 
with random entries from a uniform distribution on the interval (-1,l); we 
denote this choice as X, = rand( -1,l). Table 3 gives the iteration counts 
required with X, = rand( -1,1) for each of the block sizes m considered in 
Table 1. Notice that X, = rand(-1, l), in fact, yields faster convergence of 
the block algorithm for the current example; for instance, when m = 25 only 

TABLE 2 
ITERATION COUNTS FOR CONVERGENCE OF BL-QMR 

WITHOUT DEFLATION AND &, = 0; EXAMPLE 7.2 

No. of 
RHSs (m) 

1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 

No. of 
iterations ( /A) 

133 
278 
626 

2000 
2000 
2000 

IIRJIF 
IIR,IIF 

6.75 x lo-’ 
8.27 x lo-’ 
7.15 x lo-’ 
5.55 x 10-l 
4.79 x 10-l 
7.03 x 10-l 
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FIG. 2. Convergence curves for each of the eight undeflated linear systems for 
the case m = 10 in Table 1; Example 7.2. 

21.9 iterations per RHS were required and no deflations were performed. To 
illustrate the faster convergence of BL-QMR iterations with increasing block 
size m, we plot in Figure 3 the Frobenius norm of the residual block R,, for 
each of the runs in Table 3, against its iteration number normalized with the 
block size m. 

TABLE 3 
ITERATION COUNTS FOR CONVERGENCE OF BL-QMR WITH INCREASING 

BLOCK SIZE m AND X, = rand(-1, 1); EXAMPLE 7.2 

No. of No. of 
RHSs (m) iterations 

1 122 
5 262 

10 342 
15 413 
20 481 
25 548 

No. of iterations 
per RHS 

122 
52.4 
34.2 
27.5 
24.1 
21.9 
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the per-RHS convergence obtained with increasing 
block size m and X, = rand(-1, 1); Example 7.2. 

We remark that choosing X, = rand( -1,l) may not always be advanta- 
geous. As the next example illustrates, in some cases the natural choice of 
setting X, = 0 can be significantly more useful, but only if deflations are 
enforced to maintain linear independence of the Lanczos vectors. 

EXAMPLE 7.3. We consider a fluid-structure interaction problem that 
involves determining: (1) the vibrations of an elastic body due to external 
forces acting on it, and (2) the acoustic pressure radiated into the surrounding 
fluid medium due to vibrations of the elastic body. The corresponding 
boundary-value problem is described by the time-harmonic equations of 
linear elasticity that govern the deformation of the elastic body, together with 
the equations (7.5) and (7.7) that govern the propagation of acoustic waves in 
the infinite fluid, and two boundary conditions that couple the fluid and 
structural unknowns by enforcing compatibility of tractions and the normal 
displacement across the fluid-structure interface. The multiple right-hand 
sides in this example arise due to multiple load cases applied on the elastic 
body. 

In our numerical tests, we consider a canonical two-dimensional interac- 
tion problem studied in [I7], where four interconnected plates are assumed 
to be immersed in water and the external load is taken as a unit point force 
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on one of the plates. The linear system of equations is obtained via a Gale&in 
finite-element discretization of the problem; for a description of the govem- 
ing equations, and the geometrical and material properties employed here, 
we refer the reader to [17, Chapter 51. Here, we note that the resulting 
coefficient matrix A is complex symmetric, of order 7040, and has 86,346 
nonzero entries. In addition to the single-right-hand-side case, we consider 
the case m = 5 where the influence of shifting the given point load to four 
adjacent grid points in the finite-element mesh is examined. 

The iteration counts for convergence of BL-QMR are shown in Table 4. 
Notice that, unlike Example 7.2, the choice X, = 0 requires fewer total 
iterations than X, = rand( -1, l), in both cases m = 1 and m = 5. For 
X, = 0, three deflations were performed, namely at iteration n = 8 of 
Algorithm 4.2 for /_L = 3,4,5. Unlike Example 7.2, the vectors of the initial 
Lanczos block are linearly independent, and the three deflations occur after 
the initial block has been processed. For the case X, = 0, Figure 4 shows the 
convergence history of BL-QMR with deflation turned on and off. Again, no 
progress is made when deflation is suppressed. 

Finally, we remark that, in [23], we report results of further numerical 
tests with the BL-QMR method applied to multiple linear systems arising in 
acoustic radiation and scattering problems. The results of these tests confirm 
that, for these problems, the BL-QMR method yields significant speedups 
over individual QMR solves, and that deflation is absolutely crucial for 
robust convergence. 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have proposed a block QMR method (BL-QMR) for the iterative 
solution of non-Hermitian linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. The 
BL-QMR method is a block Krylov-subspace iteration that employs a recently 

TABLE 4 
ITERATION COUNTS FOR CONVERGENCE OF BL-QMR FOR 

m = 1, 5 WITH DIFFERENT CHOICES OF X,; EXAMPLE 7.3 

No. of 
RHSs (m) 

x, = 0 X, = rand(-1, 1) 

No. of No. of No. of No. of 
deflations iterations deflations iterations 

1 0 570 0 578 
5 3 538 0 889 
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FIG. 4. Convergence of BL-QMR with deflation tolerances dtol = 10m6 
(solid line) and lo-l5 (dashed line); Example 7.3. 

developed novel Lanczos-type process for multiple starting vectors to gener- 
ate suitable basis vectors for the underlying block Krylov subspaces. The use 
of this Lanczos-type process allowed us to incorporate into BL-QMR general 
deflation procedures that can handle deflation due to linearly or almost 
linearly dependent block Krylov vectors, as well as deflation due to conver- 
gence of one of the multiple systems. 

The BL-QMR method described in this paper is based on a no-look-ahead 
version of the underlying Lanczos-type algorithm, and thus breakdowns 
cannot be excluded. The problem of potential breakdowns can be remedied 
by employing a look-ahead variant of the Lanczos-type algorithm described in 
[l]. While the derivation of the resulting BL-QMR method with look-ahead is 
fairly routine, it would have made this paper considerably longer. Therefore, 
we opted to describe only the BL-QMR method without look-ahead. How- 
ever, we intend to make available code with implementations of BL-QMR, 
both with and without look-ahead. 

The BL-QMR method is an extension of the QMR algorithm described in 
[ 141, which uses three-term recurrences in the underlying Lanczos process. In 
[15], an alternative implementation of QMR based on coupled two-term 
recurrences is described. This implementation is often preferable when linear 
systems are to be solved to high accuracy, but it is also more complicated 
than the three-term QMR algorithm. It is possible to develop an alternative 
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implementation of the BL-QMR method based on coupled m-term recur- 
rences, which would extend the coupled two-term implementation of QMR 
for single to multiple systems. However, the resulting implementation would 
be considerably more complicated than the one described in this paper. 

Many interesting aspects of the BL-QMR method remain to be investi- 
gated. Our numerical experience shows that, typically, the BL-QMR method 
is less prone to loss of biorthogonality than the QMR method for single 
systems. Intuitively, this is to be expected, since the underlying Lanczos-type 
Algorithm 3.1 for multiple starting vectors explicitly enforces biorthogonality 
among a greater number of vectors than the Lanczos process for single 
starting vectors on which QMR is based. However, a more quantitative 
understanding of this reduced loss of biorthogonality is needed. 

Another interesting problem is the choice of appropriate preconditioners 
for BL-QMR. In [23], we compare various preconditioners for multiple linear 
systems arising in wave propagation problems. It turns out that the efficiency 
of preconditioners depends crucially on the number m of right-hand sides. 
For the problems and preconditioners considered in [23], SSOR becomes the 
most efficient preconditioner as m increases. More sophisticated precondi- 
tioners, such as hierarchical bases, are superior to or competitive with SSOR 
only for very small values of m. Much more work is needed to understand 
preconditioning for the BL-QMR method for specific problem classes. 

In the context of parallel and distributed computing, block iterations in 
general, and hence the BL-QMR method, become particularly attractive. 
Recall that the main work involved in Krylov-subspace methods is the 
computation of matrix-vector products with A and, in the case of Lanczos- 
based iterations, possibly AT. For block Krylov-subspace methods, the 
matrix-vector products corresponding to a whole block can be computed in 
parallel. In particular, this is the case for the BL-QMR method. Note that, in 
the BL-QMR method, all matrix-vector products with A and AT are per- 
formed in the underlying Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1. Consider Algorithm 
3.1 after iteration 12. Then the matrix-vector products with A that will be 
needed in the next mcr (= n - pu> iterations of Algorithm 3.1 are given by 

A.v,+~, A*v~+~ ,..., A-v,. (8.1) 

We note that all the vectors uP+ i, u,+s, . . . ,o, in (8.1) are already available 
after iteration 72, and therefore, we can precompute in parallel all the 
matrix-vector products (8.1) required in the next n - /.L iterations of 
Algorithm 3.1. Similarly, after iteration n, we can precompute 

AT-w++,, AT-~+,2,..., AT-w,,, 
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which are all the matrix-vector products with AT needed within the next 
n - 4 iterations of Algorithm 3.1. Recall that, if no deflation occurs, then 
m = n - p and p = n - 4 are just the initial block sizes. Due to these 
computational advantages, block iterations appear to be attractive even for 
the solution of a single linear system; see, e.g., [WI. In order to employ block 
iterations for a single linear system, the Lanczos-type Algorithm 3.1 is used 
with blocks of left and right starting vectors, while the solution iterates are 
determined by solving a least-squares problem similar to the QMR method 
for single linear systems. In view of the above discussion, the BL-QMR 
method may be attractive for the solution of single systems on parallel 
architectures, such as, e.g., clusters of workstations. 

We would like to thank two anonymous referees for their careful reading 
of the manuscript and constructive criticism. 
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